LESSON PLAN 1
Name Surname: Cengiz Turan
Lesson Time/Date/Length: 1 hour
Lesson Topic: MacMillan Skillfull 1 Reading&Writing (Second Edition) Unit 4 - Cities
Grade/Age: Young Adults (Students attending a two-semester English Prep Program at School
of Foreign Languages, Adana Alparslan Turkes Science and Technology University)
Language Level: Pre-intermediate
Context: Reading & Writing Class
Overall Objectives: Students will read various texts to have them exposed to successful examples
of the target writing topic. In this way, they will practice identifying problems and solutions,
making inferences, learning words to describe change, skimming and scanning and writing
compound sentences; linking clauses. At the end of the unit, students will be equipped with
sufficient background knowledge to write a paragraph about “How is traffic changing our cities?”
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LESSON PLAN 2
Name Surname: Cengiz Turan
Lesson Time/Date/Length: 1 hour
Lesson Topic: MacMillan Skillfull 1 Reading&Writing (Second Edition) Unit 4 - Cities
Grade/Age: Young Adults (Students attending a two-semester English Prep Program at School
of Foreign Languages, Adana Alparslan Turkes Science and Technology University)
Language Level: Pre-intermediate
Context: Reading & Writing Class
Overall Objectives: Students will read various texts to have them exposed to successful examples
of the target writing topic. In this way, they will practice identifying problems and solutions,
making inferences, learning words to describe change, skimming and scanning and writing
compound sentences; linking clauses. At the end of the unit, students will be equipped with
sufficient background knowledge to write a paragraph about “How is traffic changing our cities?”
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